
RE: Ferry Proposals       10th February 2020 

Dear Clubs and Competitions, 

I hope this letter finds you well. 

You may know that plans for a temporary passenger ferry service at Hammersmith have recently 
progressed.  This is an important matter for local residents on both sides of the river, who are 
understandably eager to see a temporary river crossing whilst the bridge is being restored. 

The rowing community will also benefit from the provision of a temporary crossing, but we are rightly 
concerned about the effect of any ferry service on navigation on this busy stretch of river, and on the 
safety of all river users.  These valid concerns should be set against the strong feelings of the local 
community for whom the bridge closure has had a major impact.  So our position should be that 
Rowing can support a temporary ferry, as long as it operates in a manner that minimises the effect on 
safety and accessibility for all river users. 

So far British Rowing and the Thames Regional Rowing Council (TRRC) have had regular contact with 
the PLA about this matter, and we are not aware of any applications to any public body relating to the 
use of the river.  However a planning application has been submitted to the London Borough of 
Richmond on Thames for a ferry terminal at Harrods Wharf, and this is now open for comment.  The 
application gives no details on how such a ferry would operate, or on the necessary pier and 
associated river works.  The scale of the structure and related investment also suggests that the 
terminal may be more than just a temporary measure whilst the bridge is restored. 

We ask every club and competition to submit objections on this application using the Borough 
Council’s online planning portal, and to encourage your members to do the same.  Within two days 
of opening for consultation, there are over 800 comments in support, but only 30 objections.  It is 
important that we highlight the significance of this stretch of water for rowing, the risk of a complete 
cessation of watersports activity around the terminal, the inevitable impact of any pier on the safety 
of river users,  and the absence of any information about the associated river works, without which 
the terminal is pointless. 

The application can be viewed at: http://www2.richmond.gov.uk/Plandata2/Planning_CaseNo.aspx?
strCASENO=20/3185/FUL 

Case No: 20/3185/FUL 

At this stage we should focus our attention on this planning application, and not on other agencies 
such as the PLA.  British Rowing and the TRRC intend to submit a detailed formal response to the 
Council: we will have a similar opportunity to make representations to PLA when and if they receive 
any formal proposals. 

On Behalf of the TRRC, 

Luke Dillon - Chair   Leigh Curtis-Green - Regional Representative 
Thames Regional Rowing Council
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